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Abstract

A novel synthesis method called a two-stage varying-temperature synthesis was

developed for the investigation of kinetics and mechanism of the crystallization of

discrete colloidal crystals of TPA-silicalite-1. Briefly, this method involves a rapid

change in treatment temperature at some point during the crystallization. By

extending the duration of the period at the initial synthesis temperature, the crystal

concentration and final crystal size varied until they were approximately equal to

those obtained for a complete synthesis at the initial temperature. At this point in

the crystallization, it was concluded that the nucleation stage was completed. In the

TPAOH-TEOS-H2O system, the nucleation was a continuous process and the rate

of nucleation was initially high immediately after the start of hydrothermal

treatment, but then exponentially declined throughout the nucleation period. In the

TPAOH-SiO2-H2O-ethanol system, where SiO2 was colloidal amorphous silica, the

nucleation was still a successive process, whereas the nucleation profile was more

similar to that usually considered to occur during zeolite syntheses with an

autocatalytic increase in the nucleation rate. When the synthesis conditions were

identical, except for the silica source in the above two systems, the nucleation

period for the TPAOH-SiO2-H2O-ethanol system was longer than that for the

TPAOH-TEOS-H2O system. This was presumably due to the fact that the colloidal

silica particles needed to depolymerize to reach a supersaturation concentration in

order for nucleation and crystal growth to occur. Also, it was found that irrespective

of silica sources, the vast majority of nucleation occurred during an induction

period before linear crystal growth started.

The two-stage synthesis method could also be used to produce particularly

small colloidal crystals of TPA-siliclaite-1 with reduced synthesis times and high

yields. Using this method involves starting a synthesis at a lower temperature and

ending the synthesis at a higher temperature. After determining the nucleation stage,

an elevated temperature can be used to accelerate the crystal growth and reach

higher equilibrium yields controlled by the final temperature. The effects of

temperature, dilution and alkalinity on the synthesis were studied to optimize

syntheses.
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The effect of aging on the kinetics and mechanism for crystallization of

colloidal TPA-silicalite-1 with varying silica source was also investigated with the

two-stage synthesis procedure. With the TEOS silica source, aging for up to 15 days

at room temperature had no significant effect on the nucleation and crystallization

at a low synthesis temperature. Whereas with amorphous silica, aging caused the

nucleation kinetics to become increasingly similar to those for syntheses with

TEOS. Thus, with sufficient aging of more economical amorphous silica sources,

the properties of the final products approached that with the more exotic TEOS

silica source, viz., small colloidal crystals with a narrow crystal size distribution.

Keywords: TPA-silicalite-1, one-stage synthesis, two-stage varying-

temperature synthesis, induction period, nucleation, crystallization.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Zeolites are microporous crystalline silicates or aluminosilicates [1-3]. Their

uniform molecular-sized pores give zeolites the capacity to separate material

mixtures on the molecular level, which allows them to be termed molecular sieves.

Nowadays, zeolites and related materials have been widely used in many fields. The

main applications of zeolites are as separation agents [4], as adsorbents [5], as

(shape-selective) catalysts [6] and as ion exchange agents [7]. Recently, the use of

zeolites as matrix to encapsulate active guest molecules has been developed to

produce nanostructured composite materials. These resultant composites have

considerable potential as optical, electronic and magnetic materials [8]. Also,

considerable effort towards the synthesis of zeolite films has been conducted due to

their potential in sensor and membrane applications. Various novel techniques have

been developed to obtain ultra-thin zeolite films [9].

Colloidal zeolite systems, which consist of small particles with a size of less

than 1 µm, can play an important role in industrial technology and medical

applications. Since subdivision of any material into the fine particles leads to

immense specific surface areas and the creation of state of high surface free energy,

colloidal materials have significantly different properties for the magnetic, optical,

electrical and catalytic application areas, etc. in comparison with the corresponding

macro-phased materials [10-12].    

Colloidal zeolites, which combine the technology and applications of zeolite

and colloidal systems, should also be of large technical interest due to the important

roles of each of them in modern science and technology. The preparation of

colloidal zeolites has aroused many researchers’ interest in last decades. Synthesis

conditions yielding discrete colloidal crystals have been originally described by

Schoeman [13-17].  Examples are colloidal hydroxysodalite particles, colloidal

zeolite Y and zeolite A, colloidal ZSM-2 ], colloidal Na-TPA-ZAM-5 as well as

colloidal TPA-Silicalite-1.

In general, zeolite properties that are controlled include the composition,

crystal morphology as well as on a molecular level structural features, e.g., pore
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architecture and location of active sites. Therefore, zeolite researchers have not only

developed novel structures and applications but also investigated the nucleation and

mechanism of crystal growth, ultimately aimed at their design for specific

applications. The traditional investigations of the nucleation  in the crystallization

of zeolites are often based upon observations of the properties of products formed

due to the limitation of characterization techniques. Since the silicate structures

present in solution during the course of crystallization could not be correlated to the

structure of the zeolites formed [18], some knowledge concerning the intermediates

and their transformation is needed. In recent years, advanced cross-polarization

NMR techniques [19, 20], DLS [21, 22], SAXS/WAXS and SANS as well as

USAXS [20, 23-27] have been used to investigate the formation of nuclei as well as

the role of nanosized precursors during the crystallization of TPA-Silicalite-1 (the

end member of the zsm-5 family). More and more information about the

crystallization including the formation of nanosized precursors prior to the

hydrothermal treatment has been revealed [28-31]. The various techniques

mentioned above have been mainly focused on the investigation of the

crystallization of TPA-silicalite-1. This is because that TPA-silicalite-1 is

synthesized in the absence of aluminium and thus the evaluation of the

crystallization is greatly simplified. The purpose of this thesis is to further

investigate the nucleation and mechanism of crystal growth of colloidal TPA-

Silicalit-1 from clear solutions, particularly to determine the duration of nucleation

stage.

1.2. Scope of this work

The objective of this work was to determine the duration of the nucleation

stage and nucleation rate of TPA-silicalite-1 during the crystallization process by

using the methods of both one-stage synthesis and two-stage varying-temperature

synthesis. A further goal was to synthesize small colloidal crystals of TPA-

silicalite-1 with short synthesis times and high yields. The effects of different

synthesis parameters on the properties of final products were investigated in order

to optimize the syntheses.
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2. Synthesis of zeolite

2.1.  A brief description of zeolites

Zeolites are hydrated aluminosilicates where the intracrystalline void spaces are

accessible through rings consisting of 8 oxygen atoms or more [32, 33]. These

crystalline materials contain three-dimensional frameworks of TO4 tetrahedra,

where T is Si or Al. A three-dimensionally connected network without any defects

with only SiO4 coordinated will be electronically neutral. When a silicon atom is

substituted by an Al atom, the +3 valence of aluminium results in a net formal

charge of  -1, which is balanced by a cation. The Löwenstein rule allows only the

formation of zeolites having Si/Al ≥ 1.

The primary building unit of a zeolite structure is the individual tetrahedral

TO4 unit. A secondary

building unit (SBU)

consists of selected

geometric groupings of

these tetrahedra. The

SBU found in ZSM-5 or

Silicalite-1 with the MFI

structure is the 5-1 unit

and these SBU are

linked together to from

chains, as shown in

firgure 1.

The interconnection of these chains produce a three-dimension as channel

system (see figure 2). The straight

elliptical channels running in the b-

direction have the dimensions 5.3 ×

5.6 Å and the sinusoidal channels

running in the a-direction have the

dimensions 5.5 × 5.1 Å.

5-1

Figure 1. A 5-1 secondary building unit and the
MFI structure.

 Figure 2 The MFI channel system.
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2.2.  Synthesis of conventional and colloidal zeolites

Zeolites are synthesized by hydrothermal crystallization of active hydrated

aluminosilicate gels or sols in an alkaline environment [34]. The preparation of an

amorphous aluminosilicate mixture involves mixing a silica and an aluminate

solution in the presence of alkali hydroxides and/or organic bases. The reaction

mixture is then transferred to an autoclave and heated at an elevated temperature

(usually 100-200oC). The pressure in the autoclave is autogeneous, and thus

depends on the reaction composition and temperature. Synthesis composition,

crystallization time, reaction temperature and the nature of the chemicals as well as

pretreatment can strongly affect the type of zeolite formed and its properties. In

general, suitable silica sources are colloidal SiO2, tetraethoxysilane (TEOS),

hydrated silicates and precipitated silica powder. The alumina sources are

aluminium alkoxides, aluminium salts, aluminium oxide and aluminium hydroxide.

The necessary alkalinity is supplied by alkali hydroxides and/or organic bases, such

as quaternary ammonium ions. The role of the added organic amines is not only to

supply the alkalinity that is required in the synthesis, but also to act as a template or

structure-directing agent in some cases [34]. For example, during the

crystallization of TPA-silicalite-1, the tetrapropylammonium cation (TPA+),

behaves as an organic structure-directing agent and becomes entrapped in the pores

of the Silicalite-1 structure. It can be removed after crystallization by calcination or

in some cases by ion exchange.

Colloidal zeolites are commonly synthesized in the presence of organic amine

cations such as TPA+ and tetramethylammonium cations  (TMA+) because organic

cations can reduce the average crystal size [35, 36]. Moreover, in order to produce

small crystals with a narrow crystal size distribution, colloidal zeolites are also

crystallized from homogeneous solutions with a high alkalinity, in absence of a

heterogeneous gel phase. For instance, colloidal Silicalite-1 can be crystallized in

the presence of TPAOH from a clear homogeneous solution (PH > 13) as described

by Cundy et.al. [37] and Schoeman [15]. According to the method presented by

Schoeman [15], the crystals obtained are all discrete colloidal particles with the size

in the range of 50 to 300 nm.
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2.3.    Nucleation and crystal growth of TPA-silicalite-1

The formation of zeolite crystal from an amorphous gel or from a solution

consists of a series of self-assembly processes. These processes involve numerous

simultaneous and interdependent equilibrium and condensation steps [38], which

result in the extreme complexity of any systematic study of the process of

crystallization. A question of considerable debate is the nature of the synthesis gel

and its role in the nucleation and crystal growth mechanisms. In the extreme case of

a liquid-phase ion transportation mechanism [39] nucleation and crystal growth

occur only in the liquid phase. The gel phase acts as a source of nutrients for the

crystallization process. The other extreme is known as the solid-solid

transformation mechanism [40]. Here nucleation and crystal growth occur in the

heterogeneous gel or at the gel surface by reconstruction or aging.

Much effort has been made to study the crystallization of Silicalilte-1 without

the intermediary of a heterogeneous gel phase by performing the crystallization

from a clear solution. In the TPAOH-TEOS-H2O system the soluble aggregates

with dimensions of 4 nm are the end product of the polycondensation and exist in

the solution prior to and throughout the process of crystallization. These aggregates

apparently have the MFI topology and occluded TPA cations in channel

intersections and thus have been considered to be correlated to the onset of

crystallinity [29,30]. Investigation of the interactions between the structure directing

agents and the silica hydrogels or solution show that TPA cations are responsible

for the formation of oligomer silicate precursor species that are later considered to

form the final MFI framework [17-28].  The structure directing action of TPA

cations was evidenced by the formation of silicate polyanions with a curved

hydrophobic SiO2 surface. At room temperature, the polycondensation process

leads to the selective formation of a species containing 33 Si atoms. It occluded a

tetrapropylammonium molecule and had the same framework connectivity as in

bulk MFI zeolite. This TEOS polycondensation process may be relevant for the first

steps of the crystallization of MFI type zeolites.

The kinetics of zeolite nucleation is commonly investigated by using the

method described by Zhdanov and Samulevich [41]. In this method the final
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product crystal size distribution (CSD) and the linear rate of growth of the largest

crystals are used to calculate the nucleation profile. Several mathematical models

have also been developed to simulate the qualitative features of zeolite nucleation

and crystal growth from precursor gels or sols [42-44]. In this thesis, a two-stage

varying-temperature synthesis method was used to explore the dynamics of

nucleation and crystallization of TPA-silicalite-1.
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3. Synthesis of colloidal TPA-silicalite-1 by a two-stage varying temperature

        synthesis

3.1. Preparation of synthesis mixtures

A TPA-silicalite-1 precursor sol was prepared by adding tetrapropylammonium

hydroxide (TPAOH) to the silica source with strong mixing. In the cases where

tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) was the silica source, TEOS was mixed with the TPAOH

at room temperature to give a clear homogeneous solution and if necessary, 0.1 M

NaOH solution was added. The solution was placed on a gyrotary shaker during the

hydrolysis of the TEOS.  In other cases where the silica source was amorphous

silica, such as Ludox TM (39.8 wt% SiO2, 0.11 wt% Na2O, particle size 22-24 nm,

Dupont) or Ludox LS (30.8 wt% SiO2, 0.108 wt% Na2O, particle size 11-13 nm,

Dupont), ethanol was added to the mixture. These precursor solutions were slightly

turbid due to the presence of the colloidal particles, but still homogeneous.  All

precursor solutions were shaken for different periods of time at room temperature to

test the effect of aging.

3.2. One-stage synthesis and two-stage varying-temperature synthesis

The precursor solutions were heat-treated under reflux and without stirring in a

polypropylene reactor submerged in a silicon oil bath preheated to a certain

temperature. In some cases the process of crystallization was performed at a single

temperature, which is referred to as a one-stage synthesis. In other cases during the

course of crystallization, the treatment temperature was rapidly changed, which is

defined as a two-stage synthesis. This entailed quickly transferring a synthesis sol or

a portion of a synthesis sol from one oil bath with a certain temperature to another

oil bath preheated to a different temperature. Samples were extracted at selected

times throughout the crystallization and cooled slowly to room temperature before

analysis.
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4. Characterization of colloidal TPA-silicalite-1

4.1.  Sample purification and preparation

As-synthesized silicalite-1 suspensions directly extracted from the reactor at

selected times and cooled to room temperature were used to measure average

crystal size and crystal size distribution (CSD) with Dynamic Light Scattering

(DLS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Purified silicalite-1 sols were

obtained by centrifugation of as-synthesized sols at 20000 rpm for 2 h, where the

liquid phase was carefully decanted and the solid phase were redispersed in double-

distilled water by ultrasonic treatment. Four such separation and redispersion

procedures were made to remove the unreacted material in the solution. The

purified samples were then freeze-dried and subsequently calcined at 600oC in air

for 3 h in order to remove organic material.

4.2. Crystal size analysis

The average crystal size and CSD were obtained by using a Brookhaven

Instruments BI200SM dynamic light scattering system. The samples were irradiated

with a vertically polarized Lexel Argon laser operating at 514.5 nm and with a laser

effect in the range of 200-500 mW. Data were collected at scattering angles of 90o

and sometimes verified at 45 and 145o. Intensity correlation function analysis was

formed with the Brookhaven Instruments BIMAS particle sizing option with the

BI9000AT 510-channel digital correlator. The NNLS (non-negative least squares)

data analysis method was used to calculate the diffusion coefficients from which the

hydrodynamic diameters were calculated. All light scattering analyses were

performed at room temperature that varied between 21 and 25oC. During the early

stages of crystallization, the as-synthesized filtered (0.1 or 0.2 µm filter membrane)

sample solutions were analyzed undiluted due to their rather low scattered light

intensity. The viscosity of sample solutions was measured with an Ostwald

viscometer (Schott & Gen. Mainz, capillary diameter 0.4 mm). During the later

stages of crystallization, when the sample sols became turbid and multiple light

scattering occurred, the sample sols were diluted to be as little as possible, yet
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enough to obtain reproducible results. The viscosity of these very dilute sol samples

was assumed to equal that of water at room temperature.

4.3. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

A Simens D 5000 diffractormeter using CuKα radiation was used for XRD

analysis. Power samples

from freeze-drying purified

sols were used for XRD

analysis before and after

calcination at 600oC in air for

3 h.  Figure 3 compares the

XRD   patterns   of   calcined

final products of the

TPAOH-TEOS-H2O system

using one and two-stage

synthesis procedures. Both

samples consist of equally

well-crystallized products

with the MFI structure. This indicates that the two-stage varying-temperature

method synthesis does not affect the crystallinity of the final product.

4.4.  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Particle size analyses by dynamic light scattering were supplemented by

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (Philps XL30 with a LaB6 emission

source). Dilute aqueous samples of purified suspensions were dried on a glass plate

and thereafter coated with a thin gold film before analysis. The average crystal size

and CSD from the SEM micrographs confirmed the results from DLS

measurements (see paper I and paper II).
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Figure 3. XRD patterns of calcined crystals of
TPA-silicalite-1 with one-stage and two-stage
varying-temperature procedure.
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4.5. FT-Raman spectroscopy

       Raman measurements were performed with a Perkin Elmer PE 1700X NIR FT-

Raman spectrometer equipped with a Nd YAG laser operating at 1064 nm. The

spectra were collected at room temperature by averaging 1200 scans with a spectral

resolution of 4 cm-1 using

0.6W power of the

incident light. Figure 4

shows Raman spectra of

calcined crystals of TPA-

silicalite-1 synthesized

with one-stage and two-

stage methods, where the

silica source is Ludox TM.

Again, the spectra confirm

that the products

synthesized by the

different procedures

consist of equally well

developed crystals of TPA-

silicalite-1.
Figure 4. Raman spectra of calcined crystals
of TPA-silicalite-1 with one-stage and two-
stage varying-temperature procedure.
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5.    Properties of  colloidal  TPA-silicalite-1  with   one-stage  and   two-stage

synthesis procedures

5.1. Similarities of synthesis procedures

A two-stage varying-temperature synthesis procedure was applied to the

synthesis of discrete colloidal crystals of TPA-silicalite-1. After the temperature

change the sample solutions continue to grow at the final temperature until the

crystallization process is completed. When the crystal size remains unchanged, after

a maximum crystal size is reached, as monitored with DLS, the crystallization

process was terminated. At this stage, the amount of the crystalline phase in the

suspension does not change with further heat treatment. These general features are

also observed with a one-stage synthesis method.

All measurements from XRD and FT-Raman refer to paper clearly show that

products synthesized with both one- and two-stage synthesis procedures were well-

crystallized TPA-silicalite-1. For all two-stage syntheses, the yield of the final

products is the same as that obtained for a one-stage synthesis at the final

temperature rather than at the initial temperature due to the fact that the zeolite yield

is controlled by the thermodynamic equilibrium at the final synthesis temperature.

5.2. Differences in product properties between synthesis procedures

The two-stage  synthesis  procedure  has however  some  effects  on  the

properties  of final products. Figure 5 compares the average crystal sizes for the

Figure 5 Comparison of one and two-stage crystallization starting at 60oC and ending
at 100oC from (a) TEOS silica source and (b) Amorphous Ludox TM silica source.
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one-stage syntheses during the course of crystallization at 60oC and 100oC with

those for a selection of two-stage syntheses, where the silica sources are TEOS and

Ludox TM. With two-stage syntheses, as the temperature is increased later during

the induction period, the final crystal size of the products decreased. In this work,

the induction period is estimated by extrapolating the linear part of the crystal

growth curve to the crystallization time axis. However, when the temperature is

increased after the induction period the final crystal sizes are equal to that obtained

for a one-stage synthesis at the initial temperature, 60oC, irrespective of the point at

which the temperature is increased. On the other hand,, the crystal growth rate is

rapidly increased after the temperature is increased and is approximately equal to

that for a one-stage synthesis at the later synthesis temperature, 100oC.

5.3 Determination of the nucleation stage of TPA-silicalite-1

It is known that a lower synthesis temperature favours the nucleation of a great

number of growing crystals and extends the nucleation stage. Probably, by abruptly

increasing the synthesis temperature during the nucleation process further formation

of nuclei can be stopped. In paper I, it was shown that with a TEOS silica source,

faster linear growth of the crystals occurred just after the temperature increase

without a broadening in the crystal size distribution of the product. This indicates

that little or no nuclei forms after the temperature increases. In other words, the

nucleation process at a lower temperature can be effectively turned off by elevating

the synthesis temperature. As the duration of the period at the initial synthesis

temperature was extended, the crystal concentration and ultimate crystal size varied

until they were approximately equal to those obtained for a complete synthesis at

the initial temperature. At this point in the crystallization, it was concluded that the

nucleation stage was completed. Thus the nucleation period for TPA-silicalite-1

crystallization was determined by a two-stage varying-temperature synthesis, as

shown  in   figure 6.  Table  1 shows  the   nucleation    period  for  TPA- silicalite-1
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determined by a two-stage varying-temperature synthesis at different synthesis

conditions.

Table 1. The nucleation stage of TPA-silicalite-1 with molar composition of X
TPAOH: 25 SiO2: Y H2O: 100 ethanol and different synthesis conditions.

Silica
Source

Temp.
(oC)

X * (TPAOH
molar ratio)

Y* (H2O
molar ratio)

Nucleation stage
(h)

45 9 480 384
9 480 100

60 9 200 180
TEOS 4.5 480 192

9 595 72
80 9 480 5
100 9 480 <2

Amorphous
silica

60 9 595 120

5.4. Use of two-stage varying-temperature procedure for the optimization of

the crystallization of TPA-silicalite-1

5.4.1. Use of temperature effects

Temperature is an effective parameter for controlling the final average crystal

size of the product [17]. For one-stage synthesis, a lower temperature favours the

formation of a larger number of nuclei resulting in a product with a smaller final

crystal size. However a low temperature greatly extends the total crystallization

time and reduces the final zeolite yield, as shown in table 2.

Figure 6. Effect of the duration of the first stage at 60oC on the ultimate crystal
size (a) and concentration (b)
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Table 2  Effect of temperature on one-stage syntheses
Temp.

(°C)

Crystallization
time
(h)

Final
Cry. size

(nm)

Cry. Concen.

(#(g sol)- 1×1014)

Zeolite
yield
(%)

Linear
growth rate

( nm h-1)

100
80
60
45

34
67
360

2040  (85d)

96
77
57
50

0.85
1.54
3.43
5.03

62
57
53
51

3.5
1.1
0.22
0.027

A two-stage synthesis involving starting a synthesis at a reduced temperature

and elevating in the temperature after the nucleation stage can accelerate the crystal

growth and reach higher equilibrium yields favoured by higher temperature. Table 2

lists the effect of temperature on two-stage syntheses. The second-stage temperature

is always 100oC. The synthesis mixture molar composition was 9 TPAOH: 25 SiO2:

480 H2O: 100 ethanol, where the silica source was TEOS. This molar composition

was referred to as a standard composition. The duration of the first stage is the time

when the nucleation is completed, i.e. the nucleation period. From table 2 and table

3, it is apparent that when the initial temperature was elevated to 100oC after the

nucleation stage, the final crystal sizes for two-stage syntheses were almost same as

those for one-stage syntheses at the same initial temperature. However the use of

two-stage synthesis procedure reduced the total crystallization times and increased

the yield of crystals.

Table. 3 Effect of temperature on two-stage synthesies
Initial
Temp.
(°C)

Duration of
first stage

(h)

Final
Cry. Size

(nm)

Cry. Concen.
(#(g sol)-1× 1014)

Zeolite
Yield
(%)

Linear
growth rate

( nm h-1)
45
60
80

384
100
5

51
58
78

5.27
3.94
1.68

60.5
61.1
60.4

3.45
3.67
3.72

5.4.2. Use of dilution effects

It has been reported that varying the water content of the synthesis solution also

affects the final crystal size [17].  Using the combined effects of reduce temperature

and dilution, the final crystal size can be further reduced. In comparison with the

standard synthesis composition, a reduced dilution with the composition of  9

TPAOH: 25 SiO2: 200 H2O: 100 ethanol leads to the formation of smaller crystals.
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The one stage synthesis at 60oC and reduced dilution is more optimal for producing

small colloidal crystals compared to the standard composition synthesis at 45oC

(see table 1 and table 3 in paper II). However this still comes at the expense of a

slightly longer crystallization time (18 days) and lower yields of silicalite-1 (42%).

A series of two-stage syntheses starting at 60oC and ending at 100oC at reduced

dilution were carried out (See paper II). The results indicate that this two-stage

synthesis can be compared to the one with the standard synthesis composition and

at a lower temperature, 45oC. Both of methods produce a product with similar final

crystal size (46-50 nm) with the same zeolite yields (51%), however for the two-

stage syntheses with the reduced dilution the crystallization time is considerably

reduced from 18 to 8.5 days.

 5.4.3. Use of alkalinity effects

 In this work, the alkalinity required in the synthesis solution was supplied by

the TPAOH solution without adding other inorganic bases. Thus, studying the

effects of alkalinity was in fact convoluted with the effects of TPAOH

concentration. It has been previously reported that reducing the TPAOH

concentration of the synthesis solution increases the yield of silicalite-1 [17].

However, a higher TPAOH concentration results in a larger final crystal size. In

order to maintain a small final crystal size the synthesis temperature can be reduced,

however the crystallization time is then greatly extended. Again, the use of a two-

stage synthesis can reduce the crystallization time, maintain a small final crystal

size and increase the zeolite yields to the higher level. For instance, for two-stage

syntheses starting at a lower temperature, 60oC, and ending at a higher temperature,

100oC, with a reduced TPAOH concentration of 4.5 TPAOH: 25 SiO2: 480 H2O:

100 ethanol, the yield was increased from 82% to 88%, the synthesis time was

reduced from 18 days to 8 days, while the final crystal size was kept at 100 nm or

so compared to the standard synthesis composition.
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5.5   Differences in nucleation with varying silica sources

 Two kinds of suitable silica sources were applied to the synthesis of the

colloidal crystals of TPA-silicalite-1 in this work. One of them was TEOS, the other

was commercial aqueous silica sols of amorphous silica particles. Examples of such

silica sols were:

1.   “Ludox TM” which has an average particle size of  22 nm and a silica content

                 of  39.8%.

        2.    “Ludox LS” which has an average particle size of 13 nm and a silica content of

   30.8%.

It is known that the use of different silica sources strongly influences the

crystallization process.  Our intention was to use the two-stage synthesis technique

to study the effects of silica

source on the nucleation

process. Figure 7 showes the

nucleated crystal concentration

and the nucleation rate during

the nucleation period varying

the silica source. When TEOS

was used as a silica source, the

rate of nucleation was initially

high at the earliest stage, then

declined throughout the

nucleation period. However,

with an amorphous silica

source, which is more

commonly used in zeolite

syntheses, the rate of nucleation

first increased with time, then

passed through a maximum and

then decreased. Also, it was

found that the number of crystals
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nucleated during the entire process of nucleation for amorphous silica was

considerably lower than that for TEOS. In addition, the nucleation stage for

amorphous silica was longer than that for TEOS. Due to the lower solubility of

silica species in the amorphous solution at room temperature, the amorphous silica

must depolymerize to form elementary silica species upon the onset of

hydrothermal treatment. The elementary silica participates in the nucleation and

growth of zeolite when its concentration reaches a certain critical level. This

additional step of reequilibaration of silica from amorphous silica likely extends the

nucleation stage.

The use of amorphous silica resulted in a larger crystal size with a broader CSD

compared to that of TEOS. However the two–stage synthesis procedure had no

influence on the CSD of the final products compared to the one-stage procedure.

Figure 8 compares the CSD

from light scattering

measurements for a one-stage

synthesis at 60oC to a two-

stage synthesis with a first

stage duration of 120 h at

60oC, where silica source was

Ludox TM. The two

distributions are very similar

and the slight differences are

probably not statistically

significant. Regarding figure 5

(b), it is noted that after the

temperature increase the linear

growth of the crystals was

increased and equal to that for

a one-stage synthesis at the

final temperature. Thus, due to

the fact that a faster linear

Figure 8 DLS ultimate crystal size
distribution for one-stage crystallization at (a)
60oC and (b) for two-stage crystallization
starting at 60oC for 120 h and ending at
100oC.
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growth of crystals occurred just after the temperature increased without a

broadening in the CSD of the product for a two-stage synthesis, it could be

concluded that nucleation process was halted after the abrupt increase in

temperature. However, a critical examination of the reliability of the two-stage

synthesis method for measuring the nucleation process showed that with amorphous

silica the crystal concentration at the earliest stage of nucleation was somewhat

overestimated (see paper III). It was also found that for both TEOS and amorphous

silica, the vast majority of the nucleation occurred during an induction period before

linear growth started.

5.6  Differences in nucleation with varying aging times

       Aging of the synthesis solution with a TEOS silica source at room temperature

had a small effect on the nucleation kinetics within 15 days with the molar

composition of 9 TPAOH: 25 SiO2: 595 H2O: 100 ethanol. Table 4 lists the final

crystal size, crystallization time, yield and crystal concentration for crystallization at

100oC with varying aging times.  Aging influences the crystallization process when

the treatment temperature is 100oC, but not very strongly. The crystallization time is

shortened with a somewhat lower final crystal size and constant yield of products,

which results in an increase in the number of crystals nucleated. However at a lower

crystallization temperature, 60oC, aging had no measurable effect on the

crystallization process. For instance, the final crystal size after aging 31 days is 56

nm, the same as that after aging only 1 day.

Table 4. Effect of aging time on a crystallization at 100oC using TEOS silica
source.

Aging time
( days)

Final crystal size
(nm)

Crystallization
time (h)

Yield
(%)

Crystal Con.
(#/gsol × 10 13)

1 101 34 60.6 8.46
15 97 29 61.7 9.72
31 92 24 61.2 12.07

 However, with the amorphous silica sources the nucleation kinetics were

strongly influenced by aging. For instance, when Ludox TM was used as the silica

source, with aging the final crystal size was decreased, corresponding to a reduced
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synthesis time and a larger number of crystals as well as a shorter nucleation period.

Figure 9 clearly shows that the nucleation kinetics with Ludox TM became

                      Figure 9.  Crystal concentration during nucleation for crystallization
                           at 60oC with different aging time

increasingly similar to those for syntheses with TEOS. With increasing aging time

the average crystal size and crystal size distribution for syntheses with Ludox TM

are greatly reduced, as shown in table 5.

      Table 5.  Effect of aging time on crystallization at 60°C
Silica source Aging time

(d)
Linear growth
rate (nm h-1)

Average
crystal size

(nm)

Crystal size std.
Deviation (nm)

TEOS
Ludox TM
Ludox TM

1-15
1
15

0.32
0.71
0.56

63
160
82

6.4
17.3
8.7

       Also, Raman analysis of powders extracted from the aged Ludox TM synthesis

solutions indicated that there was an increased ordering of silica with aging time

similar to that found in the final products of the crystallization. Figure 10 shows

that aging influenced the interaction between TPA+ cations and silica species with

amorphous silica, which is likely linked to the change in nucleation kinetics. With

aging the characteristic peak at 2914 cm-1 attributed to entrapped TPA+ cations

became more intense, which indicates that during the depolymerization of the
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colloidal silica, there is an increase in the short- and intermediate-range ordering of

silica species occurs which incorporates TPA+ cations. Apparently, increasing

depolymerization of the colloidal silica occurs during aging which increases the

concentration of precursor species for nucleation which in turn accelerates

nucleation, during the subsequent hydrothermal treatment.  With the TEOS silica

source after hydrolysis of TEOS by TPAOH a more stable synthesis solution is

produced with a relatively high concentration of precursor species for nucleation.  A

very practical finding of this work is that with sufficient aging of more economical

amorphous silica sources, the products of the crystallization approach that with the

more exotic TEOS silica source, viz. a truly colloidal zeolite with a small crystal

size and narrow crystal size distribution.  Also, with the use of amorphous silica

sources the aging time can be used to control the final crystal size of the colloidal

silicalite sol.

Figure 10. Raman spectra of colloidal
silica particles after mixing TPA+ cations
with Ludox TM for various times at room
temperature.
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6.    Conclusion

A two-stage varying-temperature synthesis, which involved a rapid change in

temperature at some point during the process of crystallization, was applied to the

synthesis of discrete colloidal particles of TPA-silicalite-1. As the duration of the

period at the initial temperature was extended, the crystal concentration and

ultimate crystal size varied until they were equal to those obtained for a one-stage

synthesis at the initial temperature. At this point in the crystallization, the

nucleation was completed.  After knowing the nucleation stage, small colloidal

crystals of TPA-silicalite-1 with short synthesis times and high yields can be

synthesized with a two-stage synthesis method. The effects of varying silica sources

on the nucleation and crystallization of TPA-silicalite-1 were also investigated.

With the TEOS silica source the duration of the nucleation was shorter and a very

rapid increase in the crystal population occurred during the initial crystallization

time. Whereas with the amorphous silica sources, the duration of the nucleation

period was longer and the nucleation profile was more similar to that usually

considered to occur during zeolite syntheses with an autocatalytic increase in the

nucleation rate.  Aging of the synthesis solution with the TEOS silica source had a

small effect on the nucleation kinetics. However with the amorphous silica the

nucleation kinetics were strongly influenced by aging. With increasing aging time

the nucleation rate was greatly accelerated with amorphous silica sources and

became increasingly similar to that with the TEOS silica source.
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7.    Recommendations for future work

Currently work is being carried out to examine whether a two-stage synthesis

technique can be used to resolve the nucleation periods and kinetics for

crystallization of other zeolite materials, such as zeolite A and zeolite Y.

It is known that with this system relatively high Na2O/Al2O3 ratios favour the

formation of large crystals of zeolite A with high yield, whereas low Na2O/Al2O3

ratios result in colloidal crystals of zeolite Y with rather low yield. The mid-

synthesis addition of sodium allows for an increase in zeolite yield but produces a

mixture of zeolite A and Y.  In addition, the crystallization process of zeolite A is

considerably faster than that of zeolite Y, which might indicate that the nucleation

stage of zeolite A is shorter than that of zeolite Y [14].  Presumably if sodium is

added into the synthesis solution when the nucleation of zeolite Y is completed, it

should be possible to obtain pure zeolite Y with a small crystal size and high yield.

Thus this optimal time during the crystallization for addition of sodium should

coincide with the nucleation period for zeolite Y as determined by the two-stage

varying-temperature synthesis method.
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